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dear camp director,
The camping industry in Canada is growing and developing at a rapid pace and we are excited to be able to play
a role in supporting camps as they adapt to a changing landscape. Qualified and capable staff are the backbone
of a successful camp and we remain passionate at dedicating our resources and time to sourcing, supporting and
preparing individuals from around the world for work and travel adventures across our vast and beautiful country.
We are inspired by the dedication and care that our camp directing partners offer to the staff they employ and we
look forward to focusing on finding new ways to better support camps and develop tools and strategies to make
the hiring and employing of talented international staff easier.
This past year we were excited to engage in a new partnership with Smaller Earth, a longstanding camp staff
recruitment company based in the UK that has offices in eighteen countries around the world. Combining Camp
Canada’s dedication to personalized, high quality, on the ground support with Smaller Earth’s vast recruitment
capabilities, as well as their cutting edge technology, has allowed us to expand our services to involve more camps
without compromising on our core values and service offerings.
We feel more prepared than ever to fulfill our mission of enhancing and diversifying staffing teams at camps
across Canada. While Canada is becoming an even more popular destination for young travellers, our pool
of talented international staff is expanding. In the upcoming year, we look forward to reaching out to new
communities and countries around the world to promote the opportunity of working at a Canadian camp.
As we further develop our recruitment scope, we are excited to have year round staff in a new shared office with
Smaller Earth in Liverpool, UK and we are encouraged by the amazing work of our team in Victoria, who have
worked tirelessly over the last year and a half to set up our office in BC. We now feel better prepared and geographically positioned to be able to address the needs of our camps in Western Canada.
As we look forward to this year, we are developing an on-line component to our lifeguarding and first aid
courses and offering even more courses throughout Canada and overseas within our partnership with
Shendy’s Swim Centre. We will be introducing directors to our new on-line portal, which provides a
much more comprehensive and simplified user experience and we will be offering more job fair
hiring opportunities. We will continue to roll out our new brand, which we launched at the end of
the summer, and we will utilize this brand to help capture our dedication to professionalism and
our focus on supporting the camping industry in Canada: www.campcanada.ca
As you continue to digest this past camping season and look forward to next summer,
I want to encourage you to reach out at any time with feedback, new ideas or just to
touch base with myself and the team in our office. It has been a great pleasure to
get to know so many incredible camp directors over the years and our team is
excited to support your camp in any way we can to help deliver the highest
quality camping program in 2019.
Keep well and happy camping!
Jonathan Nyquist

our services - application
International staff screening
The majority of our staff are recruited directly by Camp
Canada by Nyquest from countries such as: the United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, France,
Germany, The Netherlands, and Spain!
Our screening process includes:

I. Application

Each Camp Canada participant completes an application form. This is a thorough document covering the
applicant’s skills, education and work experience.

II. References

Camp Canada by Nyquest will review two references
submitted by participants. The referees will be contacted if there are any concerns during the interview
or in their application. Directors can also contact the
referees to further screen the staff member.

III. Interview

An experienced Camp Canada staff performs a comprehensive interview via Skype. A summary of the
interview is forwarded to camp directors. Interview
process review:
• Maturity and flexibility
• Experience and passion for working with children
• Camp related skills
• English proficiency (if required)

IV. Criminal background check

All participants must complete a criminal background
check in their home country, and a copy of the check
will be available to camp directors via the Directors
Portal.

V. Health history report

All participants must complete a health history report,
and a licensed physician must sign off on their physical, mental, and emotional capacity for working at
camp. This report is available on the directors portal.

“We were quickly surprised by the high quality applications that Camp Canada by Nyquest sent to us. Nyquest is
committed to selecting a group of highly qualified staff, and providing them with the opportunities and support
necessary to ensure their success at camp. I was very impressed by the follow up Nyquest did with our camp and
the staff they sent us. I look forward to employing their services next year and in the year’s to come!”
- Sol Birenbaum, Director of Camp Walden, Ontario

our services - hiring
Placement

Our placement team will go to great lengths to find
staff that match your unique needs in areas such as
age, skills, certification, experience, and gender.

Hiring Camp Canada staff

Over the course of the year, Camp Canada by Nyquest
will contact your organization to keep track of your
changing staffing needs and to send you applications
of talented leaders that match your preferences, as
these candidates become available.
Throughout the year, you will also have the opportunity to browse through applications of our available
staff on our online Camp Directors’ Portal. You can
use the search tools to filter through specific criteria,
update your staffing needs, and keep track of your
currently reserved or hired staff. When a staff member
is hired, the Portal will provide updates on their work
permit status, flight details and their criminal and
medical background checks.
Camp directors will have up to one week to exclusively
review a particular staff member’s application and to
contact them for an interview. Directors should interview the staff on the phone or via Skype to make
sure they are well suited to succeed in their staff and
camper community.
After a successful interview with the candidate, we ask
that you contact Nyquest to let us know their dates of
employment to confirm their position and clarify any
necessary qualifications for their role.

Work Permit

Camp Canada by Nyquest works with
each international staff to decide on the
best work permit for their situation, and
then assists them in securing the work
permit.

I. Temporary Work Permit

Most staff will receive a Temporary Work
Permit, valid for one employer and period of employment. Most camps qualify
for a Labour Market Opinion Exemption. Nyquest’s In-House Immigration
Consultant will act as your Third Party in
order to support the process and submit
necessary documentation to Citizenship
and Immigration Canada on your behalf. Camp Canada by Nyquest will then
provide the staff with all documentation
required for the Temporary Work Permit to be processed upon entry into the
country.

II. Working Holiday Permit

Through the International Experience
Canada program, some staff opt for the
Working Holiday Permit which allows
them to work in Canada for up to 2 years,
for multiple employers (depending on
country of citizenship). The staff will apply to Citizenship and Immigration Canada for this permit independently, and
Camp Canada by Nyquest are available
to provide support as required. There is
no involvement from the camp with this
process. Camp Directors are not required
to reimburse the staff for any fees related
to their work permits. Camp Canada by
Nyquest will support staff with extending
their work permits to travel after camp, or
if their employment period is extended.
“I’ve worked with the team at Camp Canada
for several years and have been consistently
impressed with their services. They understand
what my camp’s needs are and have always had
a knack for finding great candidates that fit our
needs. Nyquest also provides exceptional communication and support for all parties involved
to ensure great experiences for staff - and
happy campers!”
- Steve MacDonald, Big Cove YMCA Camp,
Nova Scotia

our services - pre-camp
Support before camp
Camp Canada by Nyquest communicates regularly with participants to prepare them for their work
experience. We will also:
• Provide directors with best practices about how to support their international staff
• Send the staff a pre-departure manual
• Work with directors to make arrangements for staff travel to camp
• Pay and organize for participant travel from the airport to their accommodations in the host city
• Arrange up to two-nights free stay at a hostel for each participant
• Secure health insurance and make sure staff are covered during their work experience
• Help organize any necessary certifications that the staff may require for their role at camp
Orientation
Camp Canada by Nyquest provides up to two nights accommodation and a comprehensive orientation for all staff when they arrive in Canada. The participants meet the friendly Nyquest team and
fellow international staff, learn more about what to expect during the first few days of camp, take a
tour of the host city and ask us any camp-related questions in person.
Social insurance number & bank account
During the orientation, Camp Canada by Nyquest assists the staff with setting up a free Canadian
bank account. This makes it easy for the staff to deposit the money. Nyquest will also facilitate the
process to obtain a Social Insurance Number from a Service Canada centre.
This support will ensure that your international staff arrive at camp ‘ready to go’ as a Canadian would be.

“The service and the quality of staff that we received (from Nyquest) had far exceeded our expectations. Camp
Canada by Nyquest was prompt, informative, professional and flexible with us and with the staff coming over. The
new staff who are from Australia, England and Sweden have brought a special mix of unique experiences and
ideas to our camp community. We are all very glad that we were able to make these new friends, and we have Nyquest to thank for it. I would highly recommend the use of these services to anyone, and we will continue to work
with Nyquest in the future.”
– Maciej Jankowski, Camp Olympia, Ontario

our services - during camp
Support during camp placement

Staff and directors have access to our 24-hour emergency support number as needed. Camp Canada by
Nyquest will visit the majority of participants at camp
during their placement, and check in with directors
about their Nyquest experience.

Early departures

In the event that a Camp Canada participant does
not complete their work contract, Nyquest will repay
the camp a portion of the placement fee. The amount
is based on the time worked by the participant. The
camp will also pay the staff a pro-rated stipend based
on the number of days worked.

Direct hires

Camp Canada provides the following optional support if you recruit, screen, and hire an international
staff member on your own, or for a returning Nyquest
staff. • Organize the best work permit for each staffs’
situation • Arrange health insurance if requested •
Source and organize necessary qualifications

Your support team at Camp Canada

The team at Camp Canada by Nyquest is composed of
experienced, dedicated camp professionals that are
committed to providing comprehensive staffing services. We are passionate about the positive development of the camping/outdoor education industry and
we are dedicated to reducing the stress and workload
of camp directors by providing a full range of staffing
services.

Getting started

Give us a call or send us an email (See contact info
listed below). One of our talented account managers
will be happy to provide you with more information
about our services and answer any of your questions.
We will also take the time to gather a better understanding of the programs you offer and the staff you
desire. You will then be able to review international
staff applications that match your needs and you will
not be charged until you actually hire one of our staff!

Camp Canada by Nyquest contact information:
T: 416.932.1370
E: info@campcanada.ca
W: www.campcanada.ca

“This past winter we were contacted by Jonathan Nyquist regarding his operation, Camp Canada by Nyquest. We
decided to enlist his services to fill one of our most important summer camp positions, Head Counselor. With his
help we hired a staff from New Zealand who became one of our most valuable camp leaders. Nyquest made the
process of hiring a foreigner very simple and hassle free. We recommend contacting Nyquest to help you with any
staffing needs in the upcoming hiring season.” - Jarvis Strong, Assistant Director of Camp Summit, BC

exceptional experiences
Camp Canada staff & their impact on your camp
Camp Canada staff have strong references from
employers in their home countries and valuable skills
that they can offer to a camp/outdoor education
organization.
All staff who are placed as camp counselors have a
passion for working with children and have experience
working/volunteering with children in educational or
recreational environments. All Camp Canada participants have strong English speaking skills and some
staff speak multiple languages.
• We recruit mature, child-focused, enthusiastic young
adults.
• International staff bring a fresh perspective and new
programs to camp. The staff are hard working and
take their job seriously.
• Campers benefit from exposure to the culture and
different world experience of international staff.
• Staff are available to work for 8-10 weeks in the summer, and many are available during the Spring/Fall.

Service fees

The fee for utilizing Camp Canada by
Nyquest services to hire an international
staff varies based on the length of time
you hire the staff and on the staff member’s camp related certifications and
their age. Please contact us for up-todate pricing information.

Fees include...

• Access to the Director Portal, and recommended hires based on your needs
and preferences.
• Comprehensive support for your hires
prcamp so that they arrive at camp
‘ready to go’ as a Canadian.
• Ongoing support throughout the summer, including an in-person visit from
Camp Canada by Nyquest.
• Camps are not charged:
- If they sign up with Camp Canada by
Nyquest, but do not hire any international staff.
- If a staff backs out last minute and does
not arrive at camp.
- For returning Camp Canada staff (unless work permit support is requested).
• Camps must pay staff the same as a
Canadian staff if they are hired for additional work outside of a 10 week work
contract.
• If you choose to extend the contract
when a staff is in Canada, a fee will be
charged in order to apply for a work permit extension.
“Working with Camp Canada by Nyquest
has greatly increased the quality and
professionalism of our staff members.
Their dedication to providing excellent,
timely service has made my work easier
and my staff hiring more efficient. There
is no organization that I trust more with
satisfying our staffing needs.”
- Jarred Coxford Camp B’nai Brith,
Quebec

striving for success
Employer responsibilities

Best practices

Camp directors are also required to:
• Provide Camp Canada participants with an 8-10 week
work placement (including staff training) that matches
the staff’s skills and abilities.

• Define and articulate why you’re ‘going
international!’

The primary responsibility of camp directors is to provide a safe, educational work experience for hired international staff and to promote the cultural exchange
between the hired staff and the other people at camp.

• Connect with potential hires before making a final decision. Directors should make sure that the staff is well
suited to succeed in their staff and camper community.

In order to better address common expectations and occasional concerns from
our international participants, Camp Canada by Nyquest have put together a list of
‘Best Practices’ for camp directors:

• Personally connect prior to arrival.
• Warm welcomes! Be conscious of time/
cultural adjustments in the early days.

• Provide participants with information regarding rules,
regulations and staff’s job responsibilities.

• Personal check-ins mean so much in first
few days.

• Provide staff with introductory training and on-going
support.

• Involve and integrate your local staff in
the cultural exchange.

• Provide one-way domestic travel from host Canadian
city to camp.

• Show sensitivity to issues surrounding
health concerns/communication with
home/adjusting in first few weeks.

• Provide room, board and uniforms (if required).
• Permit reasonable, private telephone contact during
regular office hours with the Camp Canada office (at
staff’s expense) and if possible reasonable access to
telephones or computers to connect with home.
• Contact Camp Canada if there are any difficulties with
an international staff during a work placement.
• Pay the staff a work stipend as agreed with Camp
Canada by Nyquest.
• Provide staff with a minimum of 24 hours off each
week (of which at least 12 hours must be continuous).

• Create an equal environment for new
and old, local and international.
• Provide appropriate access to money
earned.
• Consider an international liaison system,
especially with larger groups of internationals.
The intention of these ‘Best Practices’ is
to recognize the overarching cultural exchange component of the Camp Canada
program, and strive towards providing
intentional opportunities for employers
and employees to share and learn from
each other.

“Felix, Mathieu and Ellie have all integrated extremely well and are now enthusiastically engaged in their roles as
Hollows Camp counselor/instructors. They interact successfully with the campers, the other staff and the administration. Janet and I are very pleased with their performances overall and also with your services - very personal and
professional. Thanks for helping us to make our summer another great one with a great staff.”
- Stephen Fine, The Hollows Camp, Ontario

